
Nothing, everything has been fantastic. 

Check in on parents and pupils regularly  

Nothing  

I don't think anything could be changed  

Less work to do after online lesson!! It takes up the children’s whole evening finishing work 
for next lesson!! One subject of lesson to finish at the evening is very sufficient!! Or finishing 
off the days work in the evening is sufficient for them 

Linaker has got everything covered  

They are doing every thing with in their power.  

XXXX has complexed needs so at the moment XXXX is the only method of learning he truly 
understands .XXXX desperately needs to be back in school as soon as possible.  

They did well evrything 

Maybe slightly less zooms. It can feel like the afternoon zoom comes very quickly and doesn't 
allow much time to take the kids outside or for a lunchtime walk between zooms. Also can be 
difficult to get my son motivated for the afternoon zoom. 

More paper work or make it on Google classroom as it's a little easier  

Send out more work books and also A4 exercise books please. And tell us of websites they 
can go on for additional learning outside of school zoom and homework. 

My main concern is maths, my son finds it hard and I don't always know the methods the 
teachers use, we find home learning a lot easier if maths is done on the zoom call with 
teacher support 

I feel the school is doing enough. My son just doesnt enjoy being on zoom. He gets bored and 
restless. 

Maybe do a star of the week with a certificate on Fridays for the children who have worked 
hard all week. This would give them a positive insensitive to do they work as it can be quite 
hard to get children to do school work at home. 

Provide us with another home learning pack 

Give him lessons that support his dyslexia as he is struggling without the support from being 
at school 

Online zoom Spellings/tests  

Maybe the teacher could have a chat with one child and parent/carer each day for five 
minutes to just check on general welfare and progress. 

Will be great if lessons will be longer and more .  

More zooms to help teach the children and increase interaction.  

Nothing  

I think everything is working well at the moment.  

I don't know to be honest, I think you're all doing a great job as it is already. Thanks! 

Not sure 

Cant the children are embracing wants happening in a good way the structure is so much 

better as they have to be in zoom. Hat off to everyone for making this happen 🙏🏻 Bless my 
child is part of such an amazing school community  

Work on paper instead of all on the computer. Or Work that can be printed to be completed 
not so many oak academy videos. To much time spent staring at a screen.  

I am extremely satisfied with the current support.  

Additionall needs not covered  

Nothing I can think of.  

Nothing I can think of.  

No half terms to catch up with time lost since last year  

I haven't got a bad word to say about any of it. One suggestion I would have would be to 
allow the children to interact and socialise on zoom (like a play date/ playtime session). But 



as I said I think the education being offered currently by Linaker is nothing short of 
outstanding. Thank you so much!  

Alter some times of zoom calls as sometimes my child in year 3 is still on his calls when my 
children in nursery have theirs at 2pm. 

More guidance for parents with home schooling.  

More time with richer will be great.  

I think they are doing everything right  

It’s a perfect contact with children. 

 


